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**AT&T Wins $161M Contract To Update U.S. Coast Guard Network**
The Defense Information Systems Agency tapped AT&T to consolidate and upgrade the U.S. Coast Guard’s disparate data networks, handing the operator an 11-year $161 million contract for the work.

**Volvo Wants To Turn Your Entire Windshield Into A Heads-Up Display**
Dating back to its invention of the three-point seatbelt in 1959, Volvo has spent the better part of a century building up its reputation as one of the safest names in the automotive industry.

**Drone Acquisition Paves Way For UAV Delivery At Scale**
A new acquisition in the drone services sector may be instrumental in moving the commercial and recreational drone industries significantly toward broader adoption.

**Snap Is Already Delivering On The Future Meta Is Promising**
Amid all the new excitement around the metaverse and what it could mean for entertainment, education, and business, there’s been an absence of chatter about one of its modern pioneers: Snap, the company behind the messaging app Snapchat.
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